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The Black Femme Artist Residency

“Which Bridges to Cross and Which to Burn” is a two-week performance as part of The Black Femme 

Artist Residency in collaboration with Wassaic Project, culminating with an exhibition at Standard Space 

in Litchfiled County, Connecticut. 

The residency and performances were organized with support from Center for Performance Research 

(Brooklyn, NY), Wassaic Project (Wassaic, NY), Warner Theatre (Torrignton, CT), Standard Space gallery 

(Sharon, CT), and Douglas Turner Projects (NYC). 

As part of the residency the artists participated in a CPR hosted virtual artist talk, moderated by the 

curator, Douglas Everett Turner. In addition to their Wassaic Project studio time, the artists performed at 

several venues including for the opening of Wassaic’s summer exhibition If you Lived Here You’d Be 

Home By Now, under the marquee at Warner Theatre, and on the Sharon Green. 

This exhibition features earlier photographic works by Dominique Duroseau, two performance videos, 

and Performative Portraiture from Upstate New York and Litchfield Hills, Connecticut. Captured during 

their residency, by photographer and gallery founder, Theo Coulombe, the artist’s collaborative works 

are a bold Black feminist statement, conjuring grounded and otherworldly forms and ideas. Their work 

and presence demand the viewers' attention with exaggerated dress, movement, and crowd 

commanding statements and actions. Among many just-calls to action, the artists demand space as 

Black women in a post-contemporary world that is woefully uninformed of a Black women’s daily trials 

and tribulations.  
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Together they present a reactive Black female form subject to society's judgmental gaze and  

perceptions. With commanding presence, the artists proclaim skip me with your gaze! A viewer is 

challenged by the performers as they flaunt themselves and demand respect in any way they see fit. 

Many of their collaborative performances include joy-sparking crowd participation hemming together 

abstract action, narrative, and counter-narrative. 

The exhibition is also an ART TREK  participant, hosted by UPSTATE DIARY.  

The Black Femme Residency 

Black women and gender marginalized artists need space and this residency creates it with 

collaborative resources. The Black Femme Residency is a private artist-in-residence program from the 

curator, Douglas Everett Turner. Which Bridges to Cross and Which to Burn, has been a year in the 

making with Standard Space. Recognizing the artist’s practice as sacred, the Black Femme Residency 

responds with resources tailored for the artist’s needs. In the form of studio space and in some cases 

housing accommodations and exhibition space, the residency provides support for Black women and 

gender marginalized artists. 
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